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Forgotten Books, 2017. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . This book usually ship within
10-15 business days and we will endeavor to dispatch orders quicker than this where possible. Brand
New Book. Excerpt from The Building of Castillo De San Marcos A pirate raid forced the Queen Of
Spain to build Castillo de San Marcos in Florida. On May 28, 1668, a sailing vessel appeared Off the
shallow bar of St. Augustine Harbor. It was a Ship from Vera Cruz, bringing a supply of ?our from
New Spain to feed the poverty-stricken soldiers and settlers in Spanish Florida. Out went the harbor
launch to put the bar pilot aboard. The crew of the launch hailed the Spanish seamen lining the
gunwale of the supply ship, and to the routine questions came the usual answers: Friends from New
Spain - come aboard. The launch fired a prearranged two shots telling the Governor that the vessel
was recognized, then She warped alongside and tied up. Not until then did a strange crew swarm
out from hiding and level their guns at the chests of the men in the launch. There was nothing for
them to do but surrender. Worst of all, the...
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Reviews
It becomes an amazing ebook that we have possibly read through. It is really simplified but surprises within the 50 % from the ebook. You can expect to like
how the blogger compose this book.
-- Ms. Sha ina Leg r os III
This publication is wonderful. It really is rally interesting throgh reading period of time. I am just very easily will get a delight of reading a published book.
-- Roma Little
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